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MCSA Windows Server 2016 Cert Guide Library includes the most comprehensive study guides available for certification
candidates who want to pass Microsoft's 70-740, 70-741, and 70-742 exams and fully leverage Windows Server 2016's
most advanced networking services in production environments. With uniquely thorough technical coverage, carefully
mapped to the exam's objectives, it brings together all the information and insight students need to succeed on their
exams.
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website access codes, or print supplements that
may come packaged with the bound book. The Exam Ref is the official study guide for Microsoft certification exams.
Featuring concise coverage of the skills measured by the exam, challenging Thought Experiments, and pointers to more
in-depth material for the candidate needing additional study, exam candidates get professional-level preparation for the
exam. The Exam Ref helps candidates determine their readiness for the exam, and provides Exam Tips to help maximize
their performance on the exam. The organization of the material mirrors the skills measured by the exam as presented on
the certification exam webpage.
Configuring Advanced Windows Server 2012 Services Designed to help enterprise administrators develop real-world, jobrole-specific skills—this Training Guide focuses on advanced configuration of services necessary to deploy, manage and
maintain a Windows Server 2012 infrastructure. Build hands-on expertise through a series of lessons, exercises, and
suggested practices—and help maximize your performance on the job. This Microsoft Training Guide: Provides in-depth,
hands-on training you take at your own pace Focuses on job-role-specific expertise for deploying and managing
advanced infrastructure services in Windows Server 2012 Creates a foundation of skills which, along with on-the-job
experience, can be measured by Microsoft Certification exams such as 70-412 Sharpen your skills. Increase your
expertise. Configure full forest and domain trust relationships Configure Active Directory (AD) sites and manage AD
replication Implement advanced DNS and DHCP solutions Install, configure, and manage AD Certificate Services
Manage backups and recover servers Optimize storage and configure advanced file services Manage failover clustering
and Network Load Balancing Move virtual machines from one Hyper-V server to another Implement Dynamic Access
Control and Active Directory RMS Implement Active Directory Federation Services
Prepare for Microsoft Exam 70-761–and help demonstrate your real-world mastery of SQL Server 2016 Transact-SQL
data management, queries, and database programming. Designed for experienced IT professionals ready to advance
their status, Exam Ref focuses on the critical-thinking and decision-making acumen needed for success at the MCSA
level. Focus on the expertise measured by these objectives: • Filter, sort, join, aggregate, and modify data • Use
subqueries, table expressions, grouping sets, and pivoting • Query temporal and non-relational data, and output XML or
JSON • Create views, user-defined functions, and stored procedures • Implement error handling, transactions, data
types, and nulls This Microsoft Exam Ref: • Organizes its coverage by exam objectives • Features strategic, what-if
scenarios to challenge you • Assumes you have experience working with SQL Server as a database administrator,
system engineer, or developer • Includes downloadable sample database and code for SQL Server 2016 SP1 (or later)
and Azure SQL Database Querying Data with Transact-SQL About the Exam Exam 70-761 focuses on the skills and
knowledge necessary to manage and query data and to program databases with Transact-SQL in SQL Server 2016.
About Microsoft Certification Passing this exam earns you credit toward a Microsoft Certified Solutions Associate (MCSA)
certification that demonstrates your mastery of essential skills for building and implementing on-premises and cloudbased databases across organizations. Exam 70-762 (Developing SQL Databases) is also required for MCSA: SQL 2016
Database Development certification. See full details at: microsoft.com/learning
The bestselling MCSA 70-470 study guide, updated for the latest exam MCSA Windows Server 2016 Study Guide is your
ultimate resource for Exam 70-740. Covering 100% of all exam objectives, this study guide goes far beyond concept
review with real-world scenarios containing expert insights, chapter review questions, hands-on practice exercises while
the Sybex interactive learning environment provides additional last minute review through practice exams, electronic
flashcards, and searchable glossary. This new edition has been fully updated to align with the Windows Server 2016
exam, featuring authoritative coverage of installation, configuration, server roles, Hyper-V, core network services, Active
Directory, Group Policy, security, remote access, disaster recovery, and more. The vast majority of servers around the
world use Windows Server, and the 2016 release includes a host of new features and updates. This study guide has
been updated to prepare you for these changes so you can be confident on exam day and beyond. Study 100% of Exam
70-740 objectives Gain hands-on practice performing critical tasks Link concept to practice through real-world scenarios
Access to the Sybex interactive learning environment Whether you want to sit for the exam, or simply improve your job
performance, this Sybex study guide will give you the expert insight to learn the key concepts and latest updates to
Windows Server 2016.
A comprehensive guide for MCSA Exam 70-740, that will help you prepare from day one to earn the valuable Microsoft
Certificate Key Features Leverage practice questions and mock tests to pass this certification with confidence Learn to
Install Windows Servers, implement high availability, and monitor server environments Gain necessary skills to
implement and configure storage and compute features Book Description MCSA: Windows Server 2016 certification is
one of the most sought-after certifications for IT professionals, which includes working with Windows Server and
performing administrative tasks around it. This book is aimed at the 70-740 certification and is part of Packt's three-book
series on MCSA Windows Server 2016 certification, which covers Exam 70-740, Exam 70-741, and Exam 70-742. This
book will cover exam objectives for the 70-740 exam, and starting from installing and configuring Windows Server 2016,
Windows Server imaging and deployment to configuring and managing disks and volumes, implementing and configuring
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server storage and implementing Hyper-V. At the end of each chapter you will be provided test questions to revise your
learnings which will boost your confidence in preparing for the actual certifications. By the end of this book, you will learn
everything needed to pass the, MCSA Exam 70-740: Installation, Storage, and Compute with Windows Server 2016,
certification. What you will learn Install Windows Server 2016 Upgrade and Migrate servers and workloads Implement
and configure server storage Install and configure Hyper-V Configure the virtual machine (VM) settings Configure HyperV storage Configure Hyper-V networking Who this book is for This book is ideal for system administrators interested in
installing and configuring storage and compute features with Windows Sever 2016 and aiming to pass the 70-740
certification. Some experience with Windows Server in an enterprise environment is assumed. Downloading the example
code for this book You can download the example code files for all Packt books you have purchased from your account
at http://www.PacktPub.com. If you purchased this book elsewhere, you can visit http://www.PacktPub.com/support and
register to have the files e-mailed directly to you.
Packed with hands-on activities, MCSA GUIDE TO INSTALLATION, STORAGE, AND COMPUTE WITH MICROSOFT
WINDOWS SERVER 2016, EXAM 70-740 equips readers to pass the MCSE/MCSA certification exam while preparing
users to become a successful Microsoft networking professional. A clear presentation emphasizes the skills to manage a
Windows Server 2016 system and focuses on installation, management, and configuration. Extensive coverage of all
exam objectives introduces Windows Server 2016 and covers server installation, server configuration and management,
storage and file systems, Hyper-V virtualization, high availability, and server maintenance and monitoring. A full chapter
highlights new technologies, including Nano Server and Windows Containers. Unlike many certification-focused books,
this edition goes beyond the certification objectives to provide an understanding of the core technologies built into
Windows Server. Numerous hands-on activities focus on virtualization. Important Notice: Media content referenced within
the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Welcome to MCSA 70-740 Pearson uCertify Course MCSA 70-740 Pearson uCertify Course is an easy-to-use online
course that allows you to assess your readiness and teaches you what you need to know to pass the exam objectives
across the entire project lifecycle: initiation, planning, execution, delivery, control, closure, and reviews exams. Master all
of the MCSA 70-740: Installation, Storage, and Compute with Windows Server 2016 exam objectives in the framework of
MCSA 70-740 Cert Guide interactive eBook. The interactive eBook includes informative text, tables, step-by-step lists,
images, video, interactive exercises, glossary flash cards, and review activities. Gauge your readiness with a preassessment exam with questions specifically designed to identify your deficiencies. Then after you have worked through
the course material practice with two complete exam simulations to see if you are ready or where you need to study
more. In total there are over 1,000 practice questions. All of the content-the complete Cert Guide, the practice questions,
and the exercises-is focused around the official MCSA 70-740 exam objectives.
The go-to MCSA prep guide, updated for Windows 10 and the new exams MCSA Windows 10 Complete Study Guide is your comprehensive
resource for taking both Exams 70-698 and 70-697. Covering 100% of all exam objectives, this study guide goes beyond mere review to
delve deeper into the complex topics and technologies to help you strengthen your understanding and sharpen your skills. Written by a
veteran Microsoft MVP, this guide walks you through MCSA skills in context to show you how concepts are applied in real-world situations.
Hands-on exercises speed the learning process and facilitate internalization, while review questions challenge and test the depth of your
understanding. You also get access to the Sybex interactive online learning environment, featuring flashcards, videos, an assessment test,
and bonus practice exams to face exam day with confidence. The MCSA certification process has changed; Exam 70-698 tests your skills in
installing and configuring Windows 10, and then Exam 70-697 gauges your abilities in configuring Windows devices. This book is your ideal
companion to study for both exams. Study 100 percent of the objectives for Exams 70-698 and 70-697 Apply your knowledge with hands-on
exercises Test your skills with challenging review questions Access videos, electronic flashcards, a searchable glossary, and bonus practice
exams The demand for qualified Windows 10 professionals will be high, as more than half of the corporate user base that skipped Windows
8/8.1 is expected to adopt Windows 10. If you want the skills that are in demand, you need to get certified; if you're ready to get serious about
the exam, MCSA: Windows 10 Complete Study Guide is the resource you shouldn't be without.
About the Book: Prepare for Microsoft Exam 70-743—and demonstrate that your skills are upgraded for Windows Server 2016. Designed for
experienced IT pros ready to advance their status, this Exam Ref focuses on the critical-thinking and decision-making acumen needed for
success at the MCSA level. Focus on the skills measured on the exam: • Install Windows servers in host and compute environments •
Implement storage solutions • Implement Hyper-V • Implement Windows containers • Implement high availability • Implement Domain Name
System (DNS) • Implement IP Address Management (IPAM) • Implement network connectivity and remote access solutions • Implement an
advanced network infrastructure • Install and configure Active Directory Domain Services (AD DS) • Implement identity federation and
access solutions This Microsoft Exam Ref: • Organizes its coverage by the “Skills measured” posted on the exam webpage • Features
strategic, what-if scenarios to challenge you • Points to in-depth material by topic for exam candidates needing additional review • Assumes
you are an IT pro looking to validate your skills in and knowledge of installing and configuring Windows Server 2016
The quick way to learn Windows 10 This is learning made easy. Get more done quickly with Windows 10. Jump in wherever you need
answers--brisk lessons and colorful screenshots show you exactly what to do, step by step. Discover fun and functional Windows 10 features!
Work with the new, improved Start menu and Start screen Learn about different sign-in methods Put the Cortana personal assistant to work
for you Manage your online reading list and annotate articles with the new browser, Microsoft Edge Help safeguard your computer, your
information, and your privacy Manage connections to networks, devices, and storage resources
This is the eBook version of the print title. Note that the eBook does not provide access to the practice test software that accompanies the
print book. Learn, prepare, and practice for MCSA 70-741 exam success with this Cert Guide from Pearson IT Certification, a leader in IT
certification. Master MCSA 70-741 exam topics Assess your knowledge with chapter-ending quizzes Review key concepts with exam
preparation tasks MCSA 70-741 Cert Guide is a best-of-breed exam study guide. Leading technology trainer and consultant Michael S.
Schulz shares preparation hints and test-taking tips, helping you identify areas of weakness and improve both your conceptual knowledge
and hands-on skills. Material is presented in a concise manner, focusing on increasing your understanding and retention of exam topics. The
book presents you with an organized test-preparation routine through the use of proven series elements and techniques. Exam topic lists
make referencing easy. Chapter-ending Exam Preparation Tasks help you drill on key concepts you must know thoroughly. Review questions
help you assess your knowledge, and a final preparation chapter guides you through tools and resources to help you craft your final study
plan. Well regarded for its level of detail, assessment features, and challenging review questions and exercises, this study guide helps you
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master the concepts and techniques that will enable you to succeed on the exam the first time. The study guide helps you master all the
topics on the MCSA 70-741 exam for Windows Server 2016, including DNS implementation, including server configuration, zones, records,
policies, DNSSEC, and DANE DHCP, including server installation, configuration, and scopes IPAM, including installation/configuration,
DNS/DHCP management, and auditing Network connectivity and remote access solutions, including VPN, DirectAccess, NPS Radius, and
wired clients Core and distributed network solutions, including IPv4 and IPv6 addressing, DFS, and branch office solutions Advanced network
infrastructure
Get prepared for the high-stakes MCSA Windows Server 2016 certification exam Windows Server 2016 is the latest version of Microsoft's
Windows server operating system, and the ideal server for Windows 8/8.1 and Windows 10 desktop clients. Windows Server 2016 will
include many new and updated features, including enhancements to Hyper-V, Storage Spaces, and Active Directory. MCSA Windows Server
2016 Practice Tests provides 10 unique 85-question chapter tests, covering the ten MCSA Windows Server 2016 objective domains, PLUS
three additional 50-question practice exams, for a total of 1000 practice test questions. • Practice tests are a popular way for certification
candidates to prepare for taking exams • The practice test questions provide comprehensive coverage of the exam objectives • Covers all
three exams: 70-740, 70-741, 70-742 • Written by a five-time Microsoft MVP Winner This book helps you gain the confidence you need and
prepares you for taking the three required Exams 70-740, 70-741, and 70-742, or upgrade Exam 70-743. The practice test questions prepare
you for test success.
Ace your preparation for Microsoft® Certification Exam 70-463 with this 2-in-1 Training Kit from Microsoft Press®. Work at your own pace
through a series of lessons and practical exercises, and then assess your skills with online practice tests—featuring multiple, customizable
testing options.
The MCSA 70-687 Cert Guide is the most comprehensive study guide available. Its comprehensive coverage--mapped to the sequence of
the exams objectives--offers all the information and insight readers need to succeed on the exam. From start to finish, the book has been
organized to improve retention and help Windows professionals focus on the areas where they need the most assistance--all designed to
help the reader score better on the MCSA 70-687 Windows 8 Configuring exam.
Microsoft Exam 70-741 is for IT Pros interested in enhancing their skills for the latest version of Windows Server. This exam validates skills
and knowledge for configuring advanced tasks required to deploy, manage, and maintain a Windows Server 2016 infrastructure, such as fault
tolerance, certificate services, and identity federation. Passing this exam along with two other exams is required for MCSA and MCSE
certifications. The Exam Ref is the official study guide for Microsoft certification exam 70-741. Featuring concise, objective-by-objective
reviews and strategic case scenarios and Thought Experiments, exam candidates get professional-level preparation for the exam. The Exam
Ref helps candidates maximize their performance on the exam and sharpen their job-role skills. It organizes material by the exam's objective
domains Focus is on the skills measured on the exam: • Implement Domain Name System (DNS) • Implement DHCP • Implement IP
Address Management (IPAM) • Implement network connectivity and remote access solutions • Implement core and distributed network
solutions • Implement an advanced network infrastructure This Microsoft Exam Ref: • Organizes its coverage by the “Skills measured”
posted on the exam webpage • Features strategic, what-if scenarios to challenge you • Points to in-depth material by topic for exam
candidates needing additional review • Assumes you are an IT pro looking to validate your skills in and knowledge of installing and
configuring Windows Server 2016
A bestselling Exchange Server guide, updated for the 2016 release Mastering Microsoft Exchange Server 2016 is the gold-standard
reference for system administrators and first-time users alike. Fully updated to align with the latest release, this expert-led guide provides
comprehensive coverage and easy-to-follow tutorials for all aspects of Exchange Server installation, configuration, and management.
Whether you're migrating from an earlier version or installing Exchange Server for the first time, this book gives you quick access to the
answers you need. Step-by-step instructions walk you through planning and design, installation, administration and management,
maintenance, and more, so you can get up to speed quickly and get back to work. With a focus on the hands-on details, the Microsoft
Certified Masters author team provides practical insight and invaluable guidance on every aspect of Exchange Server 2016, from mastering
the basics to leveraging new features. Microsoft Exchange allows access to e-mail, voicemail, and calendars at any time, from almost any
device. The 2016 release is designed specifically to appeal to enterprises; if you've been tasked with the implementation, this guide has the
information you need. Get up to speed with the latest changes and features Understand server configurations, requirements, installation, and
migration Manage mailboxes, groups, connectivity, and the client access server Troubleshoot common issues efficiently and effectively
Exchange Server 2016 shifts even more control to the user, freeing administrators to perform more critical tasks. Beefed-up architecture and
more centralized functions have eased configuration and upgrades, and a robust cloud implementation is expected to draw enterprises
sooner rather than later. Systems administrators need to become familiar with the latest changes, and Mastering Microsoft Exchange Server
2016 is the ultimate reference and tutorial.
Over 1,000 pages of comprehensive exam prep for the entire MCSA Windows Server 2016 certification process MCSA Windows Server 2016
Complete Study Guide is your ultimate companion on the journey to earning the MCSA Windows Server 2016 certification. Covering required
Exams 70-740, 70-741, and 70-742, plus preparing you to take the composite upgrade Exam 70-743 (not covered separately in this book),
this Study Guide walks you through 100 percent of all exam objectives to help you achieve complete readiness. Hands-on exercises
strengthen your practical skills, and real-world scenarios help you understand how these skills are used on the job. Over 500 practice
questions allow you to test your understanding along the way, and the online test bank gives you access to electronic flashcards, practice
exams, and over an hour of expert video demonstrations. From basic networking concepts and services to Active Directory and Hyper-V, this
guide provides full coverage of critical MCSA concepts and skills. This new edition has been updated for the latest MCSA Windows Server
2016 exam releases, featuring coverage of all the objective domains. This value-priced guide is three books in one, giving you the most
comprehensive exam prep experience for all required MCSA exams. Whether you're starting from the beginning, or upgrading from the
MCSA Windows Server 2012 R2 certification, arm yourself with the ultimate tool for complete and comprehensive preparation. Study 100
percent of the objectives for all three MCSA exams, plus the upgrade exam Practice your skills using hands-on exercises and real-world
scenarios Test your knowledge with over 500 challenging practice questions Access online study aids including flashcards, video demos, and
more! The MCSA exams test your knowledge and skill in installation, configuration, deployment, and administration using a variety of
networking tools. The scope is broad, but your complete understanding of the most up-to-date concepts and practices is critical to your
success on the exam—and on the job. MCSA Windows Server 2016 Complete Study Guide covers everything you need to know, and gives
you the tools to help you learn it.
This text does not include not include a MOAC Labs Online access code. This 70-410 Installing and Configuring Windows Server 2012
textbook prepares certification students for the first of a series of three exams which validate the skills and knowledge necessary to
implement a core Windows Server 2012 Infrastructure into an existing enterprise environment. This Microsoft Official Academic Course is
mapped to the 70-410 Installing and Configuring Windows Server 2012 exam objectives. This textbook focuses on real skills for real jobs and
prepares students to prove mastery of core services such as Active Directory and networking services. In addition, this book also covers such
valuable skills as: • Managing Active Directory Domain Services Objects • Automating Active Directory Domain Services Administration •
Implementing Local Storage • Implementing File and Print Services • Implementing Group Policy • Implementing Server Virtualization with
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Hyper-V
Prepare for Microsoft Exam 70-742—and help demonstrate your real-world mastery of Windows Server 2016 identity features and
functionality. Designed for experienced IT professionals ready to advance their status, Exam Ref focuses on the critical-thinking and decisionmaking acumen needed for success at the MCSA level. Focus on the expertise measured by these objectives: · Install and configure Active
Directory Domain Services (AD DS) · Manage and maintain AD DS · Create and manage Group Policy · Implement Active Directory
Certificate Services (AD CS) · Implement identity federation and access solutions This Microsoft Exam Ref: · Organizes its coverage by exam
objectives · Features strategic, what-if scenarios to challenge you · Assumes you have experience working with Windows Server, Windows
clients, and virtualization; are familiar with core networking technologies, and are aware of basic security best practices
Prepare for Microsoft Exam 70-740–and help demonstrate your real-world mastery of Windows Server 2016 installation, storage, and
compute features and capabilities. Designed for experienced IT professionals ready to advance their status, Exam Ref focuses on the criticalthinking and decision-making acumen needed for success at the MCSA level. Focus on the expertise measured by these objectives: • Install
Windows Servers in host and compute environments • Implement storage solutions • Implement Hyper-V • Implement Windows containers •
Implement high availability • Maintain and monitor server environments This Microsoft Exam Ref: • Organizes its coverage by exam
objectives • Features strategic, what-if scenarios to challenge you • Assumes you have experience working with Windows Server in an
enterprise environment; are familiar with core networking infrastructure, topologies, architectures, and protocols; and have experience with
Windows clients and virtualization About the Exam Exam 70-740 focuses on the skills and knowledge necessary to implement and configure
storage and compute features and functionality in Windows Server 2016. About Microsoft Certification Passing this exam earns you credit
toward a Microsoft Certified Solutions Associate (MCSA) certification that demonstrates your mastery of core Windows Server 2016 skills for
reducing IT costs and delivering more business value. Exam 70-741 (Networking with Windows Server 2016) and Exam 70-742 (Identity with
Windows Server 2016) are also required for MCSA: Windows Server 2016 certification. See full details at: microsoft.com/learning
The bestselling guide to Exchange Server, fully updated forthe newest version Microsoft Exchange Server 2013 is touted as a solution
forlowering the total cost of ownership, whether deployed on-premisesor in the cloud. Like the earlier editions, this comprehensiveguide
covers every aspect of installing, configuring, and managingthis multifaceted collaboration system. It offers Windows systemsadministrators
and consultants a complete tutorial and reference,ideal for anyone installing Exchange Server for the first time orthose migrating from an
earlier Exchange Server version. Microsoft Exchange Server 2013 is a messaging system thatallows for access to e-mail, voicemail, and
calendars from avariety of devices and any location, making it ideal for theenterprise With more than 21,000 copies of earlier editions sold,
thiscomprehensive guide offers systems administrators and consultantsboth a tutorial and a reference guide for installing and
managingExchange Server 2013 A team of Microsoft Certified Masters walks you step by stepthrough planning and design, installation,
administration andmanagement, maintenance, and more Mastering Microsoft Exchange Server 2013 is the completereference for planning,
installing, and maintaining the mostpopular e-mail server product available.
This Microsoft Official Academic Course (MOAC) IT Professional curriculum prepares certification students for success every step of the way.
This 70-413 Designing and Implementing a Server Infrastructure exam course is the first of a series of two exams Microsoft Certified
Solutions Associates (MCSE) candidates are required to pass to gain the MCSE: Windows Server 2012 and Windows Server 2012 R2
certification. These MCSE exams test the skills and knowledge necessary to design, implement, and maintain a Windows Server 2012
infrastructure in an enterprise scaled, highly virtualized environment. Passing these exams confirms students’ ability to plan, configure, and
implement the Windows Server 2012 services, such as server deployment, server virtualization, and network access and infrastructure. This
complete ready-to-teach MOAC program is mapped to all of the exam objectives.
Microsoft Windows Server is a multi-purpose server designed to increase reliability and flexibility of a network infrastructure. Windows Server
is the paramount tool used by enterprises in their datacenter and desktop strategy. The most recent versions of Windows Server also provide
both server and client virtualization. Its ubiquity in the enterprise results in the need for networking professionals who know how to plan,
design, implement, operate, and troubleshoot networks relying on Windows Server. Microsoft Learning is preparing the next round of its
Windows Server Certification program with exams covering the new version of the software, Windows Server 2012. The exams and
certification path change significantly from the previous version of Windows Server. This provides an opportunity for the MS line to capitalize
on the dual disruption of brand-new software and brand-new certifications.
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This is the eBook version of the print title. Note that the eBook does not provide access to the practice test software that
accompanies the print book. Access to the appendixes and video lessons is available through product registration at Pearson IT
Certification; or see instructions in back pages of your eBook. Learn, prepare, and practice for MCSA 70-740 exam success with
this Cert Guide from Pearson IT Certification, a leader in IT certification. Master MCSA 70-740 exam topics Assess your
knowledge with chapter-ending quizzes Review key concepts with exam preparation tasks Learn from more than one hour of video
lessons MCSA 70-740 Cert Guide is a best-of-breed exam study guide. Leading technology trainer and consultant Anthony
Sequeira shares preparation hints and test-taking tips, helping you identify areas of weakness and improve both your conceptual
knowledge and hands-on skills. Material is presented in a concise manner, focusing on increasing your understanding and
retention of exam topics. The book presents you with an organized test preparation routine through the use of proven series
elements and techniques. Exam topic lists make referencing easy. Chapter-ending Exam Preparation Tasks help you drill on key
concepts you must know thoroughly. Review questions help you assess your knowledge, and a final preparation chapter guides
you through tools and resources to help you craft your final study plan. Well regarded for its level of detail, assessment features,
and challenging review questions and exercises, this study guide helps you master the concepts and techniques that will allow you
to succeed on the exam the first time. The study guide helps you master all the topics on the MCSA 70-740 exam, including:
Windows Server installation in host and compute environments, including Nano Server Storage: configuring disks and volumes,
implementing server storage, and data duplication Hyper-V implementation, including VM settings, storage, and networking
Windows container deployment and management High availability: HA/DR options, failover clustering, Storage Spaces Direct, VM
movement, and network load balancing Server environment maintenance and monitoring
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Packed with a wealth of hands-on activities, MCSA GUIDE TO IDENTITY WITH WINDOWS SERVER 2016, EXAM 70-742
empowers readers to successfully pass the MCSE/MCSA certification exam while also equipping them to face the real-world
challenges of a Microsoft networking professional. This engaging full-color presentation emphasizes the skills necessary to
configure identity management with Windows Server 2016. Comprehensive coverage highlights advanced Active Directory
configuration and management, Group Policy, Certificate Services, Identity federation, Web Application Proxy and Active Directory
Rights Management. Hands-on labs and skill-reinforcing case projects give users plenty of opportunity to apply concepts to realworld practice. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available
in the ebook version.
Ultimate coverage and hands-on practice for the second MCSA Windows Server 2016 exam MCSA Windows Server 2016 Study
Guide: Exam 70-741 offers complete preparation for the second exam in the MCSA series. With comprehensive coverage of all
exam objectives led by a four-time Microsoft MVP winner, this book is your ideal companion for thorough preparation. Optimize
your study time with hundreds of practice questions that pinpoint your weak spots, and try your hand at real-world application with
exercises that reflect the MCSA skill set. Access to the Sybex interactive online practice test environment provides electronic
flashcards, a glossary, practice exams and more, so you can study anywhere, any time; this invaluable study guide goes beyond
mere review to help you enter the exam with full confidence in your abilities. The Microsoft Certified Solutions Associate
certification puts your skills in demand—but first you must pass a series of three exams; exam 70-741 is the second step, testing
your Windows 2016 networking knowledge and skills. This book covers everything you need to know, giving you the exam-day
advantage of comprehensive prep. Master 100 percent of the exam objective domains Learn how these skills are applied in realworld scenarios Solidify your understanding with hands-on exercises Access electronic flashcards, practice exams, and more!
How well do you deploy, manage, and maintain a server? Can you expertly configure file and print servers, network access and
services, and network policy server infrastructure? Have you configured and managed Active Directory and Group Policy? Don't
leave anything to chance—MCSA Windows Server 2016 Study Guide: Exam 70-741 tells you all you need to know to pass with
flying colors.
Enhance and secure your datacenter with the newest Microsoft server platform Key Features Develop necessary skills to design
and implement Microsoft Server 2019 in enterprise environment Provide support to your medium to large enterprise and leverage
your experience in administering Microsoft Server 2019 Effectively administering Windows server 2019 with the help of practical
examples Book Description Mastering Windows Server 2019 – Second Edition covers all of the essential information needed to
implement and utilize this latest-and-greatest platform as the core of your data center computing needs. You will begin by installing
and managing Windows Server 2019, and by clearing up common points of confusion surrounding the versions and licensing of
this new product. Centralized management, monitoring, and configuration of servers is key to an efficient IT department, and you
will discover multiple methods for quickly managing all of your servers from a single pane of glass. To this end, you will spend time
inside Server Manager, PowerShell, and even the new Windows Admin Center, formerly known as Project Honolulu. Even though
this book is focused on Windows Server 2019 LTSC, we will still discuss containers and Nano Server, which are more commonly
related to the SAC channel of the server platform, for a well-rounded exposition of all aspects of using Windows Server in your
environment. We also discuss the various remote access technologies available in this operating system, as well as guidelines for
virtualizing your data center with Hyper-V. By the end of this book, you will have all the ammunition required to start planning for,
implementing, and managing Windows. What you will learn Work with the updated Windows Server 2019 interface, including
Server Core and Windows Admin Center Secure your network and data with new technologies in Windows Server 2019 Learn
about containers and understand the appropriate situations to use Nano Server Discover new ways to integrate your data center
with Microsoft Azure Harden your Windows Servers to help keep the bad guys out Virtualize your data center with Hyper-V Who
this book is for If you are a System Administrator or an IT professional interested in designing and deploying Windows Server 2019
then this book is for you. Previous experience of Windows Server operating systems and familiarity with networking concepts is
required.
A comprehensive guide for MCSA Exam 70-740, that will help you prepare from day one to earn the valuable Microsoft Certificate
Key Features Leverage practice questions and mock tests to pass this certification with confidence Learn to Install Windows
Servers,implement high availability, and monitor server environments Gain necessary skills to implement and configure storage
and compute features Book Description MCSA: Windows Server 2016 certification is one of the most sought-after certifications for
IT professionals, which includes working with Windows Server and performing administrative tasks around it. This book is aimed at
the 70-740 certification and is part of Packt's three-book series on MCSA Windows Server 2016 certification, which covers Exam
70-740, Exam 70-741, and Exam 70-742. This book will cover exam objectives for the 70-740 exam, and starting from installing
and configuring Windows Server 2016, Windows Server imaging and deployment to configuring and managing disks and volumes,
implementing and configuring server storage and implementing Hyper-V. At the end of each chapter you will be provided test
questions to revise your learnings which will boost your confidence in preparing for the actual certifications. By the end of this
book, you will learn everything needed to pass the, MCSA Exam 70-740: Installation, Storage, and Compute with Windows Server
2016, certification. What you will learn Install Windows Server 2016 Upgrade and Migrate servers and workloads Implement and
configure server storage Install and configure Hyper-V Configure the virtual machine (VM) settings Configure Hyper-V storage
Configure Hyper-V networking Who this book is for This book is ideal for system administrators interested in installing and
configuring storage and compute features with Windows Sever 2016 and aiming to pass the 70-740 certification. Some experience
with Windows Server in an enterprise environment is assumed.
Comprehensive preparation for the final MCSA exam, updated for Windows Server 2016 MCSA Windows Server 2016 Study
Guide: Exam 70-742 is the ultimate preparation resource for the third and final MCSA exam. Tightly focused and highly relevant,
this guide provides everything you need to go into the exam fully prepared; expert coverage of all exam objectives helps ensure
comprehensive understanding, and hundreds of practice questions help you track your progress and prioritize areas most in need
of review. Access to online study aids allows you to study on the go, with electronic flashcards, practice tests, and a glossary to
help you get the most out of your preparation plan. Hands-on exercises test your practical skills, while real-world scenarios give
you a preview of how MCSA skills and concepts are applied in the workplace. Bestselling author and four-time Microsoft MVP,
William Panek, covers server deployment, maintenance, and management; file and print server configuration; network services
and access; Active Directory; Group Policy; server infrastructure and more, this book is your comprehensive companion for the
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latest exam. Study 100 percent of Exam 70-742 objectives, updated for Windows Server 2016 Practice your skills with real-world
hands-on exercises Review from anywhere with access to online study aids Assess your readiness with challenging practice
exams Windows Server 2016 includes enhancements to Hyper-V, Storage Spaces, and Active Directory, along with many brand
new and updated features—all of which are reflected in the latest exam. To ensure complete readiness and avoid exam-day
surprises, it is critical that your study resources be up-to-date and comprehensive in scope; MCSA Windows Server 2016 Study
Guide: Exam 70-742 covers everything you need to know, with a practical approach that promotes true understanding.
"Designed to help enterprise administrators develop real-world, job-role-specific skills--this Training Guide focuses on configuring
advanced infrastructure services in Windows Server 2012 R2. Build hands-on expertise through a series of lessons, exercises,
and suggested practices--and help maximize your performance on the job"--Back Cover.

This is the eBook version of the print title. Note that the eBook might not provide access to the practice test software that
accompanies the print book. Learn, prepare, and practice for MCSA 70-697 and 70-698 exam success with this Cert
Guide from Pearson IT Certification, a leader in IT certification. Master MCSA 70-697 and 70-698 exam topics Assess
your knowledge with chapter-ending quizzes Review key concepts with exam preparation tasks MCSA 70-697 and
70-698 Cert Guide is a best-of-breed exam study guide. Technical consultants Don Poulton, Harry Holt, and Randy Bellet
share preparation hints and test-taking tips, helping you identify areas of weakness and improve both your conceptual
knowledge and hands-on skills. Material is presented in a concise manner, focusing on increasing your understanding
and retention of exam topics. The book presents you with an organized test preparation routine through the use of proven
series elements and techniques. Exam topic lists make referencing easy. Chapter-ending Exam Preparation Tasks help
you drill on key concepts you must know thoroughly. Review questions help you assess your knowledge, and a final
preparation chapter guides you through tools and resources to help you craft your final study plan. Well regarded for its
level of detail, assessment features, and challenging review questions and exercises, this study guide helps you master
the concepts and techniques that will enable you to succeed on the exam the first time. The study guide helps you
master all the topics on the MCSA 70-697 exam, "Configuring Windows Devices," and the MCSA 70-698 exam,
"Installing and Configuring Windows 10": all the knowledge you need to earn MCSA: Windows 10 certification. Topics
include Exam 70-697: · Managing identity · Planning desktop and device deployment · Planning and implementing a
Microsoft Intune device management solution · Configuring networking and storage · Managing data access and
protection · Managing remote access, apps, updates, and recovery Exam 70-698: · Implementing Windows · Configuring
and supporting core services · Managing and maintaining Windows
A comprehensive certification guide that will help you prepare for the exam from day one of your preparation journey Key
Features Get well-versed with the nitty-gritty of Windows server 2016 A practical guide towards installing, upgrading, and
migrating to Windows Server 2016 Enhance your skills with practice questions and mock tests Book Description MCSA:
Windows Server 2016 is one of the most sought-after certifications for IT professionals which include working with
Windows Server and performing administrative tasks around it. It targets Exam 70-740, Exam 70-741, Exam 70-742 and
Exam 70-743 certifications and the demand for these certifications is increasingly high. This book will start with
installation, upgrade and migration to Windows Server 2016, cover imaging and deployment and proceed with High
Availability and Clustering. Then we will deep dive into fundamental concepts like Core networking, DNS, DHCP, Storage
and proceed to Hyper-V, Network Access and Distributed File System. It will also explain Advanced Networking topics
such as Software Defined Networking and High-Performance Networking. Furthermore, it will also cover advanced
Identity topics in Windows Server 2016 such as Active Directory installation and configuration, Group Policy, Active
Directory Certificate Services, and Active Directory Federation Services and Rights Management. Towards the end of
this book, test questions and mock preparation items will help in preparing for the certifications with more ease. By the
end of this book, you will be able to complete MCSA: Windows Server 2016 certification with more confidence. What you
will learn Prepare for exam 70-741 Networking with Windows Server 2016 Learn to apply the technology to real-world
examples Learn core networking, name resolution and connectivity technologies in Windows Server 2016. Get prepared
for exam 70-742 Identity with Windows Server 2016 Get ways to clear the exam 70-743 Upgrading Your Skills to MCSA:
Windows Server 2016 Practice critical skills and test your knowledge of the objectives of all three MCSA exams Who this
book is for This book is targeted towards system administrators or windows server administrators who are interested in
clearing the MCSA certification with ease.
Fully updated for Windows Server 2012 R2! Prepare for Microsoft Exam 70-410 - and help demonstrate your real-world
mastery of implementing and configuring core services in Windows Server 2012 R2. Designed for experienced IT
professionals ready to advance their status, Exam Ref focuses on the critical thinking and decision making acumen
needed for success at the MCSA level. Focus on the expertise measured by these objectives: Install and configure
servers Configure server roles and features Configure Hyper-V Deploy and configure core network services Install and
administer Active Directory Create and manage Group Policy This Microsoft Exam Ref: Organizes its coverage by exam
objectives. Features strategic, what-if scenarios to challenge you.
Packed with a wealth of hands-on activities, NETWORKING WITH WINDOWS SERVER 2016, EXAM 70-741 empowers
readers to successfully pass the MCSE/MCSA certification exam while also equipping them to successfully face the realworld challenges encountered by today’s Microsoft networking professionals. This engaging, full-color presentation
emphasizes the key skills necessary to manage and configure a Windows Server 2016 network. Comprehensive
coverage addresses TCP/IP configuration, including IPv6, DNS configuration, DHCP implementation and management,
deploying remote access, configuring distributed network file services, and high performance network solutions. In
addition, hands-on labs and meaningful case projects offer extensive opportunities to apply the concepts to real practice.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the
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ebook version.
This is the eBook version of the print title. Note that the eBook does not provide access to the practice test software that
accompanies the print book. Learn, prepare, and practice for MCSA 70-742 exam success with this Cert Guide from
Pearson IT Certification, a leader in IT certification. Master MCSA 70-742 exam topics Assess your knowledge with
chapter-ending quizzes Review key concepts with exam preparation tasks MCSA 70-742 Cert Guide is a best-of-breed
exam study guide. Leading technology trainer and exam development consultant Benjamin Finkel shares preparation
hints and test-taking tips, helping you identify areas of weakness and improve both your conceptual knowledge and
hands-on skills. Material is presented in a concise manner, focusing on increasing your understanding and retention of
exam topics. The book presents you with an organized test preparation routine through the use of proven series
elements and techniques. Exam topic lists make referencing easy. Chapter-ending Exam Preparation Tasks help you drill
on key concepts you must know thoroughly. Review questions help you assess your knowledge, and a final preparation
chapter guides you through tools and resources to help you craft your final study plan. Well-regarded for its level of detail,
assessment features, and challenging review questions and exercises, this study guide helps you master the concepts
and techniques that will enable you to succeed on the exam the first time. The study guide helps you master all the topics
on the MCSA 70-742 exam for Windows Server 2016, including: Installing and configuring Active Directory Domain
Services, including domain controllers, users, computers, groups, and OUs Managing and maintaining Active Directory
Domain Services, including configuration of service authentication and account policies, and challenges of complex
enterprise environments Creating and managing Group Policy: objects, processing, setting, and preferences
Implementing Active Directory Certification Services: installation, configuration, and management Implementing Identity
Federation and Access Solutions, including Web Application Proxy and Rights Management Services
In-depth and comprehensive, this official Microsoft RESOURCE KIT delivers the information you need to plan, deploy,
and administer Remote Desktop Services in Windows Server 2008 R2. You get authoritative technical guidance from
those who know the technology best-leading industry experts and members of the Microsoft Desktop Virtualization Team.
Coverage includes scenarios for Remote Desktop Services (formerly known as Terminal Services), virtualizing roles,
setting up Remote Desktop Virtualization Host (RDVS), managing application compatibility, customizing and locking
down the user experience, using Windows PowerShell for configuration and management, administering security
features, deploying a farm, publishing resources, managing sessions, and other life cycle issues. In addition, the
RESOURCE KIT CD features a fully searchable electronic version of the book, along with sample scripts, white papers,
links to tools and videocasts, and other essential resources. For customers who purchase an ebook version of this title,
instructions for downloading the CD files can be found in the ebook.
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